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Hi MarcAndre,
Here's the February edition of our Librex Newsletter, which has the goal of keeping you
informed about various Librex best practices and presenting you some of our new features.

Capture = Paper + Electronic
Since Librex 5, the scanning and manual importation
windows are merged into a new document capture
window. The capture operation refers to the importation of
documents whatever their source and format are.
This merger offers you multiple benefits, including being
able to easily add scanned pages to an existing electronic
document and managing in a single step customer files
that are in both paper and electronic formats.
This unified window also opens the door to building more
complex capture workflows which will be explained in
further details in a future newsletter.

Smarter Connectors
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Our smart connectors have seen their IQ raise in the most
recent Librex releases.
Those connectors enable the transfer and automatic
classification of your documents in multiple systems, giving
your team a major productivity gain.
Here are some of those new features:
 The transfer of a property value can now be conditionnal.
 A fixed valued can now be assigned directly in the
connector.
 For duplicates, it's possible to define the characters that
separate the title from the increment (ex: Title2.pdf).
 Automatic validation of your configuration.
 Better error management.
Would you like to try one of those connectors? If so, simply
follow our connector configuration tutorial (illustrated using
our SharePoint connector).

Thank you for reading our Librex newsletter. We
appreciate your interest in our solution and invite you to
contact us for any question.
We also invite you to follow us on Twitter or like us
on Facebook to get all the latest news on Corium and
Librex.
To consult the complete Librex documentation, visit our
Librex Documentation Portal
If you would like to read the past editions of our Librex
newsletter, we invite you to visit the following page: Librex
Newsletter
Finally, if you think some of your contacts would be
interested to subscribe to our Librex newsletter, feel free
to invite them to subscribe here: Subscribe to Librex
Newsletter
MarcAndre Chartrand
VicePresident, Business Solutions
mchartrand@coriumsoft.com
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